In communities where violists are scarce, teachers can increase the number of violists by targeting violin students who have potential to succeed as violists. They can be encouraged to study the viola through a targeted approach by using chamber music. This article examines which students may be most willing to engage in chamber music study, the methods by which the student should be taught based upon developmental psychology theories, and the repertoire that would help the student successfully engage as a violist based upon graded rubrics of chamber music based upon the student's performance ability.
As a professor and studio teacher in my community that is actively engaged in the promotion of the viola, I am constantly faced with the conundrum of how to ensure that our community has growing viola studios. My region, known for arts education, still struggles with low enrollments of students in private studios who choose to play the viola. So in this capacity, I am faced with the questions: "Why not the viola? Why do violists tend to gravitate to their instrument so much later than violinists or even cellists, or not at all?"Some of the conclusions I have come to regarding these quandaries is that many times when parents guide their children to choosing private study on a string instrument, young students (younger than fourth grade) are often immediately steered to the violin; their parents know what the violin is and the established early learning systems, such as the Suzuki method are something parents automatically associate with the violin. Small violins are more affordable and more readily available than fraction size violas and tend to sound better. The violin may be more appropriate in size for a young child, along with the other physical considerations of weight of the instrument and string width. Once a student is in enrolled in private study and has chosen an instrument, they often stay with that instrument for the length of their musical studies, unless an intervention occurs at a later stage of their musical development. Therefore, young students enrolled in private lessons are more likely to be violinists than violists.
So, how can private studio string educators help to rectify this issue and encourage the development of more violists in a balanced manner? One method that works is to teach violin students to double on the viola once they are teenagers. Many of the world's best violists began as violinists and this mode of recruiting violists to the ranks is often how the serious viola student begins their studies. I would postulate that a method by which to draw these students to the viola is to allow them to experiment with it as part of the private lesson by using chamber music as the vehicle to grow a love for the instrument. If the student begins to develop a passion for the viola that makes them identify as a violist, they are likely to pursue the instrument in the future. This method does not require that a violinist give up on the violin, but rather encourages them to see if the viola is a better fit for them once they reach an age of both physical and musical maturity whereby a sound decision for their musical future can be made.
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It also allows the violin teacher to remain as primary teacher for as long as both student and teacher think is good for the student's best interests. Not all students will want to be a violist, but many excel once given the opportunity. Here are some guidelines that have been used over the years that may help a studio teacher determine if the student may be a good candidate for making the switch:
1. the student prefers lower notes on their violin or a darker sound; 2. the student looks physically uncomfortable playing the violin because they have longer arms/fingers, or other physical considerations that may make the viola a better physical choice for their body; 3. the student has a keen understanding of harmony and likes to hear the middle voice in music; and/or 4. The student is frustrated with the competitiveness amongst fellow violinists.
These above guidelines are simply that, guidelines; there may be other reasons why a student may be a better fit as a violist than violinist that may stem from their personality or personal choice. Students who do not wish to play the viola should never be coerced into the playing the instrument if they clearly are opposed. To do so creates negative feelings about the instrument and contributes to the common misconception of the much maligned instrument. One only has to remind oneself of the famous Richard Wagner quote to understand where the disparagement of the viola arose from.
"The viola is commonly (with rare exceptions) played by infirm violinists, or by decrepit players of wind instruments who happen to have been acquainted with a string instrument once upon a time." i To begin introducing students to the viola, studio teachers may wish to consider incorporating duets in their lesson study with students who have reached the level of Suzuki Book 3 or solo works in the ASTA Certificate Advance Program level 3.Using chamber music as the tool by which to introduce the viola to these students allows the student to hear that the viola part is much more integral to the overall composition of chamber works than in an orchestral setting. Duos involving the viola, in particular, allow the viola to shine in solo, harmonic, and bass line capacities in ways that otherwise may not be obvious to a student in either the orchestral or solo viola literature. In addition, with the teacher as the duo partner there is an emotionally safe environment created for the student as they learn alto clef. Teachers may wish to begin this introduction to the viola by first choosing violin and viola duos. The student should first be prompted to learn the violin part. During this study, the teacher will need to assign alto clef reading exercises between lessons so that the student may become ready to begin to play the viola part at a later time. Once the student has mastered the violin part, with the teacher playing the viola part, the teacher and student will then switch parts. The student will have had time to learn the notes and figure out the fingerings and will have the viola part in their ear from having already played alongside it as a violinist.
The key to having this work well is for the teacher to choose the correct repertoire level. When possible it is encouraged that the first work that the student may be assigned would have a more difficult violin part and an easier viola part to allow for the adequate transition of the student from treble to alto clef. In studying chamber music pedagogy and repertoire with various research partners, a system has been created that systematically grades chamber works by movement based upon a performance rubric and the solo repertoire grading systems of the ASTA Certificate Advancement Program ii . In using this rubric and these guidelines, I have constructed lists of recommended literature for each of the duo groups discussed in this article. The recommended works are all available through the International Music Score Library Project (www.imslp.org). These are not the only works that may be suitable, but all have been evaluated using this common grading system. To determine the level of the student, please see the below suggested list of selected solo repertoire: Once a student has mastered some of these duos and they are feeling more comfortable reading the clef, a teacher may choose to move the students on to playing viola duos, first with the teacher, but then, when at all possible, with another violin student who is also studying the viola. This peer interaction will allow the student to feel more engaged in the music making process. Developmental psychologists Newman and Newman talk about this importance of building peer relationships between two adolescents in the development of identity: "dyadic friendships become an increasingly important source of social support." vi Because this method intends to introduce the student to peer chamber music relationships, it is important that the students be of a relatively similar level, and that the literature chosen also be equivalent in level between the students.
If the student enjoys playing the viola after mastering several of the above works with another student and they are interested in playing the viola in a larger ensemble, it may be advantageous to arrange for the student to participate in a string quartet or trio with other students. Based on Erikson's (1968) theory of identity development, Newman and Newman postulate that "as a young person prepares to engage in the larger social world, a positive sense of group identity provides confidence that she is meaningfully.
Connected to society, has a cognitive map of the characteristics of the social landscape, and the skills or tools to navigate the terrain." viii This society and societal landscape can be applied to the world of chamber music, and helping the student to understand the different role they serve now as a violist within the ensemble, as they explore this instrument. Working alongside our cellist colleagues, a suitable group could be formed from just two studios. To help define the chamber music level of the cellist in the group, please consider using the following guidelines: The following repertoire ideas will help teachers and chamber music coaches choose suitable repertoire for the ensemble based upon level. Please note that although many combinations of levels are possible within these ensembles, it may be best to keep the performers at the same level of each other when possible so that students will be paired by both technical ability and musical maturity. Again, these works may be found as part of the International Music Score Library Project are commercially available. Many other works are also suitable for these ensembles commercially and are graded by the publishers in various manners. This article obviously cannot completely solve the issues faced by the viola communities where low enrollments exist in private studios. It does, however, begin to address the issue by encouraging teachers to identify potential violists and develop their love for the instrument in a strategic manner, through chamber music study. It does not require the student to stop studying the violin, but rather opens their minds to other possibilities that they did not realize could exist for them through the beauty of chamber music making.
